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A B S T R A C T

Development of new electrocatalysts with high electrocatalytic activity and stability is of great importance in the

production of hydrogen fuel. Numerous methods have been established to increase the activity of electro-

catalysts, including increasing active surface area and improving intrinsic catalytic activity. However, the

electrochemical water splitting is a gas-involving reaction in which hydrogen and oxygen bubbles are formed on

cathode and anode surfaces, respectively, which lead to an increase in overpotential of electrochemical reac-

tions. In this review, recent advances have been complied to understand the behavior of hydrogen and oxygen

bubbles separation from the surface of electrodes during water splitting. Initially, various types of resistance in

water splitting have been discussed, and further progress has been discussed to improve the separation of

bubbles and thus improve electrocatalytic activity. These improvements include surface nanostructuring and

making superaerophobic surfaces where bubbles can easily be removed from the surface, resulting in lower

bubble resistance. Furthermore, the use of magnetic, supergravity and ultrasonic fields are among additional

methods for fast separation of bubbles from the surface and improving catalytic activity This paper presents a

review of a research pathway for creating 3D nanoarrays to improve the bubble separation behavior on the

surface and improve electrocatalytic properties.

1. Introduction

Increased demand for energy, depletion of the fossil fuels and pol-

lution of the environment due to the extensive use of carbon-emitting

fossil fuels are among the main reasons for research into the develop-

ment of renewable energies [1–3]. Among all the renewable fuels, hy-

drogen is considered one of the essential alternatives to fossil fuels

[4–6]. Hydrogen can be produced using numerous methods. Some

methods, such as steam reforming of fossil fuels, emit toxic gases such

as CO2 into the environment, while the produced hydrogen through this

method is not pure. One of the best methods in this aspect is the elec-

trochemical water splitting which is regarded as the cleanest way of

producing hydrogen. By utilization of this approach, unlike hydrogen

production from hydrocarbons, no pollution is introduced into the en-

vironment. Moreover, this method uses water as a cheap and renewable

resource [7–9]. Additionally, the produced hydrogen through the

electrolysis method is very pure and devoid of carbon monoxide,

therefore it can be used directly for various applications such as fuel

cells, and the risk of anode poisoning will be minimum [10–12]. The

water electrolysis process consists of two half-reactions, which include

the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) (2H + 2e−=H2 (g)) and the

oxygen evolution reaction (OER) (2H2O (l)=O2 + 4H+ + 4e−). At

first glance, it may seem that the water electrolysis reaction is a simple

one. However, this reaction does not occur at its thermodynamic vol-

tage (1.23 V) and requires a higher voltage [13,14]. Therefore, one of

the most crucial research fields is the development of electrocatalytic

compounds that can be used as electrocatalyst on which water can be

split at the lowest potential. The most effective electrocatalysts for re-

ducing the overpotential are the Pt-based electrocatalyst for HER, as

well as the Ir and the Ru oxide based electrocatalyst for OER [15–17].

Unfortunately, the high price and the limited resources of these mate-

rials are the main constraints on their widespread usage.

Therefore, in order to improve the efficiency of the electrochemical

water splitting process, an electrocatalyst with a low overpotential,

high reaction rate and cost-effective is required. In general, there are

various procedures for the development of high-activity electrocatalytic

electrodes including the selection or construction of an electrode with a

high electrocatalytic activity, which is determined by the electronic
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structure of active centers [18,19]. The second procedure involves the

construction of high-conductivity porous electrodes, in which the

electrolyte penetration and electron transfer occur more easily [20–22].

Based on these methods, different types of electrodes have been de-

veloped as electrocatalyst for water splitting. These catalysts include

metallic alloys [23], phosphide [24], sulfide [19], nitride [25] and

carbide [26] for HER, and oxide [27,28] and hydroxide [29] com-

pounds for OER.

In the electrolysis reaction, many resistances need to be overcome in

order to continue the water electrolysis reaction. These resistances in-

clude the resistance of external circuits, the OER overpotential, the

resistance created by the formation of bubbles on the electrode, the

resistance created by the electrolyte and membranes, as well as the HER

overpotential and the resistance of external circuits. In the meantime,

the resistance created by the formation of bubbles on the electrode can

be of great importance. Briefly, when a bubble is placed on the surface,

the contact between electrode and electrolyte is extremely limited,

which leads to an increase in the voltage required for the water elec-

trolysis reaction.

Despite the many advances made in the emergence of active cata-

lysts, little research has been done to improve electrocatalytic activity

by designing an effective architecture to separate bubbles from the

surface. The design of effective surface engineering for the rapid se-

paration of bubbles from the surface as designed as an active electrode

to improve electrocatalytic activity can be effective and useful. In these

designs, the adhesion between the surface and the bubble must be re-

duced, and the bubble separation rate increased from the surface [30].

Using surface engineering and imitation of nature, the adhesion be-

tween the bubble and surface can be controlled underwater. By tai-

loring the surface texture, surface wettability and, consequently, water

and surface bubble behavior can be engineered [7,31–33]. One of these

surface engineering and surface tailoring is the fabrication of super-

aerophobic and superhydrophilic surface. In superaerophobic surfaces,

the interface between solid-liquid-gas is discontinuous, which leads to a

decrease in the adhesion between the bubble and the surface, the size of

the bubbles decreases when the surface is separated, thereby improving

the electrocoagulation activity. On the other hand, in the super-

hydrophilic surface, the interface between the electrolyte and the

electrode surface increases, the penetration process increases and as a

result, the reactions leading to gas consumption increase [34].

Another method for improving the bubbles separation rate is using

magnetic, ultrasonic, and supergravity fields during water electrolysis,

along with changing the composition of the electrolyte and the design

of new electrolysis water systems. The applied external fields induce the

excess convection on the electrolyte, effectively reducing the harmful

effects of bubble accumulation on the surface and consequently in-

crease the catalytic activity. Due to the importance of bubble resistance

and the lack of a complete and comprehensive overview of this issue,

the purpose of this review article is to provide a comprehensive over-

view of the recent advances in bubble resistance reduction technology.

Further, this review provides the importance of bubble resistance

during electrochemical water splitting, researchers can design nanos-

tructures that increase their surface area, increase the penetration rate

of electroactive species, reduce bubble resistance, and ultimately, im-

proves electrocatalytic activity.

2. Fundamentals of water electrochemistry

A typical electrolysis system is comprised of three components: the

aqueous solution, cathode, and anode. When an external voltage is

established between the two electrodes, HER and OER occur on the

surface of the cathode and anode, respectively. Depending on the type

of electrolytic solution used, the water splitting reactions can be de-

scribed as follows [35]:

Overall:

H2O → H2 +1/2 O2 (1)

In acidic solution:

Cathode: 2H+ + 2e− → H2 (2)

Anode: H2O → 2H+ +1/2O2 + 2e− (3)

In basic and neutral solution:

Cathode: 2H2O +2e− → H2 + 2OH− (4)

Anode: 2OH−→ H2O + 1/2O2 +2e− (5)

HER and OER reactions have different steps and mechanisms that

need to be carefully studied. In this section, the exact mechanism of

these reactions is discussed. HER is a two-step reaction. In the acidic

environments, the HER begins with the Volmer step. At this stage, the

hydrogen ions adsorb the electrons, and the intermediate hydrogen

atom (H*) is produced which is subsequently absorbed onto the catalyst

surface, then the hydrogen is separated from the surface by the che-

mical combination of Tafel or electrochemical Heyrocsky steps [36].

Therefore, there are two mechanisms for HER in an acidic and alkaline

environment which include the below mechanisms:

• Volmer – Tafel mechanism

• Volmer- Heyrovsky mechanism

The HER pathway in an alkaline environment is similar to that of an

acid environment, with the exception that intermediate atomic hy-

drogen is produced in the alkaline medium by water molecules, which

is described as:

H2O + e− + * → H* +OH− (6)

In an alkaline environment, unlike the acidic environment, in the

Volmer process, the electrochemical reduction of H2O should take place

into absorbed OH− and H *. In these conditions, before adsorption of H

* at the catalyst surface, the H-O-H bond in the solution should be

broken, which is more difficult. Therefore, for the water splitting re-

action, the acidic environment is more favorable due to its H+ content

[37].

Therefore, in general, the HER routes in acidic and alkaline en-

vironments can be described as follows [38]:

In acidic solution:

Step 1: H3O
+ + * +e− → H* + H2O (Volmer) (7)

Step 2: 2H* → H2 (Tafel) (8)

Step 2': H3Ø
+ + H* +e−→ H2 + H2Ø (Heyrovsky) (9)

In basic and neutral solution:

Step 1:H2O + e− + * → H* +OH− (10)

Step 2:2H* → H2 (Tafel) (11)

Step 2': H3Ø
+ + H* +e−→ H2 + H2Ø (Heyrovsky) (12)

In general, all steps and paths depend strongly on the chemical and

electronic properties of the surface of the electrode.

If the adsorption of hydrogen on the catalyst surface is very weak,

then the Volmer stage will control the overall kinetics of HER, in which

the Tafel slope is about 120 mV/dec. If the Volmer stage is the rate

determining step, then an electrode with more cavity and edges a sur-

face will be more effective to adsorb more hydrogen and improve the

charge transfer process. However, if hydrogen adsorption is very strong

on the surface of the catalyst, then the hydrogen desorption from the

surface (Tafel or Heyrovsky reactions) will control the overall reaction

kinetics. Thus, if the number of H* is sufficiently high on the surface,

the two adjacent hydrogen atoms tend to combine resulting in the

formation of hydrogen gas and subsequent release from the surface. In
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this case, the Tafel reaction would control the overall kinetic reaction,

where the Tafel slope is equal to 30 mV/dec. Finally, if the con-

centration of intermediate hydrogen atoms is low on the surface, then

the Heyrovsky reaction will control the overall reaction speed, and the

Tafel slope will then be 40 mV/dec [39–41].

If the Heyrovsky or Tafel reaction is the controller of the overall

reaction rate, then the water splitting rate can be increased by in-

creasing the area of the reaction, which is achieved by increasing sur-

face roughness [14]. The Gibbs free energy of the hydrogen atom (ΔGH)

on the catalyst surface is critical to determine the inherent electro-

catalytic activity. The exchange current density curve in terms of ΔGH,

known as the volcano curve, is used to determine the intrinsic elec-

trocatalytic activity. Since the adsorption and desorption of the H atoms

(Hads) on the electrode surface is a competitive process, a good HER

electrocatalyst must establish a suitable bond with the adsorbed hy-

drogen in which the electron-proton transfer process is easily carried

out and, on the other hand, this bond should be weak enough to cause

the bond breaking to easily release H2 [42]. Therefore, an optimal

catalyst is located in the coordinates near the vertex of the volcano

curve in which ΔGH is close to zero.

Although many studies have been done to understand the OER

mechanism, the mechanism of this reaction is not fully understood at

this time [35,43,44]. A proposed mechanism for OER is outlined below

The OER mechanism and the pathway for the OER reaction are slightly

more complicated than the HER process. This reaction is a 4 electron

process which occurs on the anode surface in a water electrolysis re-

action. Compared to HER, the kinetics of the OER reaction is slower. In

general, the OER in an alkaline solution consists of four steps [45,46]:

M + OH− → MOH + e− (13)

MOH + OH− → MO + H2O + e− (14)

MO + OH− → MOOH + e− (15)

MOOH + OH− → M + O2 +H2O + e− (16)

Firstly, OH− ions are adsorbed on active surfaces according to re-

action 13. Secondly, secondary OH− ions are adsorbed on the surface,

and then in the third step, the generated MO react with the OH− ions

resulting in the formation of MOOH. Finally, oxygen gas is produced

according to reaction 16. Metal redox reactions accompany these pro-

cesses. It can be said that the kinetics of OER depends on the reaction

between active sites and reactive species.

3. Different resistance in the water electrolysis system

In order to begin the water splitting process, various resistances

need to be overcome. It means that in addition to the thermodynamic

voltage of the water electrolysis reaction (1.23 V), additional voltage is

required which is termed as overpotential. In general, the purpose of

designing different electrocatalysts, as well as designing different water

electrolysis methods is to reduce the overpotential. Different resistances

during water electrolysis reaction are shown schematically in Fig. 1. In

general, these resistors can be categorized as follows:

The first resistance is electrical resistance in the electrolysis cell.

These resistances exist due to the passage of electric current from ex-

ternal electrical circuits, which can be calculated by the Ohm's law

(R=V/I), where I is current when V voltage is applied to the circuit.

The resistance of the electrodes and circuits of the system is determined

by the type and dimensions of the materials used in the electrolysis

system, the method of preparation and conductivity of the components

of the electrolysis system. This resistance can be expressed as follows.

∑=R
AK

1

g (17)

Where, R is electrical resistance, Kg is the electrical conductivity of

each component (Ω−1 m−1), including wires, connectors, and

electrodes. This resistance can be reduced by decreasing the length of

the wires, increasing the cross-section, and using wires and components

with high electrical conductivity [47].

The second resistance is resistance due to electrochemical reactions

at the cathode and anode surface, which called activation overpotential.

These resistances exist due to the overpotential needed to overcome the

activation energy of hydrogen and oxygen evolution reactions on the

surface of the cathode and the anode. Activation overpotential is the

intrinsic property of a material used as a catalyst. This property varies

from one material to another. Therefore, it is possible to reduce this

resistance by choosing an effective catalyst.

The amount of electrochemical overpotential produced by the HER

and OER reactions can be expressed by equations (18) and (19), re-

spectively [48].

ηcathode=2.3 RT

αF
log i

i0
(18)

ηanode=2.3
−

RT

α F(1 )
log i

i0
(19)

Where, R is the gas constant (8.314 kJmol−1 k−1), i0 is the exchange

current density, F is Faraday constant (96485 Cmol−1), α is the sym-

metry factor and T is the temperature. The amount of overpotential

created on the cathode surface directly relates to the formation of the

hydrogen on the near of cathode surface. The formation of hydrogen on

the cathode surface depends on the formation of the bond between

hydrogen and the surface of the electrode, which is intrinsic property.

Another important resistance is resistance due to bubbles phe-

nomena. When hydrogen and oxygen bubbles are formed on the surface

of the cathode and the anode, the bubbles must be removed from the

surface. However, if these bubbles cannot be easily removed from the

surface, the area between the surface and the electrolyte is decreased.

This leads to the blocking of the surface of the site, consequently

creating an additional overpotential on the surface. This resistance is

known as the bubble resistance. Bubble phenomena and bubble re-

sistance will be discussed further in the following sections.

Finally, another resistance is the mass transfer resistance in the

water electrolysis system. This resistance exists. This resistance exists

due to the transfer of ions in the electrolyte, as well as to the mem-

branes created for the separation of hydrogen and oxygen. The ionic

transfer resistance created by the transfer of ions in the electrolyte

depends on the electrolyte concentration, the distance between the

anode and the cathode, and the distance between the diaphragm and

the electrodes. Although mass transfer leads to an increase in the rate of

electrochemical reactions, it does not always mean much hydrogen

production. A large amount of hydrogen bubbles produced by the high

reaction rate can prevent contact between the electrode and the elec-

trolyte. To reduce this resistance, the electrolyte conductivity can be

increased, or the appropriate additives can be added in the electrolyte

[14].

3.1. Bubbles phenomena during water electrolysis

As was previously stated, during the water electrolysis, hydrogen

and oxygen gases are formed on the surface of the electrodes, and they

can only be separated from the surface upon reaching sufficient size.

The coverage of the electrode surface by the formed bubbles can in-

crease the total resistance of the system, resulting in a reduction of the

interface between the electrode and the electrolyte. Therefore, the ac-

cumulation of bubbles increases the amount of the overpotential re-

quired for electrolysis of water. As a result, understanding the bubble

phenomena on the surface of the electrode and its effective rules can

help in the fabrication of suitable electrocatalysts, as well as the design

of the water electrolysis system. It has been shown that by increasing

the surface covered by the bubble, the amount of overpotential required

for water electrolysis is greatly increased. Moreover, the bubble layer

created on the surface greatly reduces the gas evolution [49]. Since the

surface covered by bubbles reduces the active area, the potential for
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HER can be expressed as follows [50]:

ηθ = η + b log (1/1-θ) (20)

In which ηθ is the overpotential with the effect of the bubbles taken into

account, η is the overpotential without effect the bubbles, and θ is the

ratio of surface coverage by the bubbles, varying between 0 and 1.

Given eq (20), it is discovered that by increasing the surface covered by

the bubbles, the amount of the final overpotential is also increased.

Understanding the dynamics of bubble behavior on the surface is

vital for determining the conditions of separating the bubble from the

surface. The bubble contact angle on the surface inside the water is

defined as the Yang equation [51,52]:

=
−

θ
γ γ

γ
cos b

sv sl

lv (21)

where γsv, γsl and γlv are surface tension of solid/vapor, solid/liquid and

liquid/vapor, respectively. Once the bubble can be removed from the

surface, the solid/liquid interface is replaced with the solid/vapor in-

terface. The Gibbs free energy changes are defined as the following in

order to replace a unit of solid/liquid with solid/vapor interface [53].

= −∆G γ θ(cos 1)lv (22)

Therefore, it can be stated that the separation of the bubble from the

surface depends on the displacement of the electrolyte in the solid/

liquid interface, which is known as wettability [54]. In addition to

creating resistance due to the formation of bubbles on the surface, the

formation of bubbles on the surface leads to a decrease in concentration

polarization [55]. During the electrochemical process at the electrode

surface, the electrolyte is saturated from the product of the electro-

chemical reaction near the electrode. Such an increase in the

concentration of products near the surface of the electrode leads to a

polarization concentration (ηC) [55].

=η
RT

nF

C

C
ln

g

g
satC

(23)

where, Cg is the concentration of dissolved-gas at the interface and Cg
sat

is the saturation concentration. Studies have shown that the formation

of bubbles on the surface leads to an increase in mass transfer and thus

decreases concentration polarization [56,57]. Thus, we examine the

effect of the resulting bubble on the surface of the formation of the

resistance. However, further studies to determine the effect of the

bubble on the decrease of concentration polarization and, consequently,

the improvement of the rate of gas involving electrochemical reaction is

needed and should be carefully examined.

3.2. Bubble separation behavior from the surface

Before discussing the development of bubble separation strategies

from the electrode surface, a careful study of the bubble behavior se-

paration from the electrode surface during the water electrolysis reac-

tion is required. In general, a bubble can be removed from the surface

and penetrate the electrolyte when its diameter reaches a critical value

[58,59]. Schematic represents the separation of hydrogen and oxygen

bubbles is shown in Fig. 2. The motion direction of the bubbles is along

the x and z-axes. The motion in the x-direction is due to the difference

in the concentration of gas bubbles in the electrolyte, whereas move-

ment in the z-direction is due to the density difference between the gas

bubble and the electrolyte. Therefore, the resultant force in the x and z-

direction determines the direction of motion of the gas bubbles. If the

bubble separation rate is low on the surface of the electrode, a layer of

Fig. 1. Schematic presentation of different resistance during water electrolysis.
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bubbles is formed on the surface, and its thickness will be a function of

its height. As the schematic figure indicates, with increasing height, the

thickness of this layer is also increased. The low separation rate of the

bubbles will increase the effect of the bubble, which will increase the IR

drop, consequently increasing the overpotential. This is one of the es-

sential sources of an energy boost in the water electrolysis reaction.

4. Strategies for reducing the bubble effect during water

electrolysis

In general, the strategies for reducing the resistance created by the

bubble phenomenon can be schematically in Fig. 3.

4.1. Superaerophobic surface

4.1.1. Fundamentals of superaerophobic surface

In general, the air bubble contact angle on an ideal surface im-

mersed in water depends on the contact angle of a sticking droplet (θw)

on a similar surface in the air. By knowing the contact angle of the

water, the contact angle of the bubble on a flat surface immersed in the

water can be predicted. When a surface is immersed in an aqueous

medium, water molecules near the surface of the substrate and air

bubbles trying to stick to the substrate must compete with a film on the

surface. Thus, similar to a drop of water on the solid surface in the air,

the intermolecular forces between the various phases (solid/water and

solid/air) will determine the behavior of the bubbles in water. The

bubble contact angle can be obtained using the Yang equation, which

was mentioned in equation (24). The water contact angle (θw) and the

bubble angle (θb) are related to each other through the following

equation [60]:

= −θ θ180b w (24)

According to the equation above, it can be argued that a super-

hydrophilic surface is a super aerobic surface under water and vice

versa. The relationship between the wettability of solid substrates in the

air and aqueous media is shown in Fig. 4.

Another physical parameter that can be used to express the wett-

ability of the air bubble is the hysteresis contact angle (CAHb), which is,

in fact, the difference between the maximum cos and the minimum

static contact angle, when the substrate is tilted to any given angle.

Surfaces with the bubble contact angle greater than 150° have a low

hysteresis and are known as superaerophobic surface [52,61–63]. On

the other hand, surfaces with smaller bubble contact angle possess

higher hysteresis angles, which are known as superaerophilic surfaces.

If the surface energy of a structure with a micro-nanoscale rough-

ness is reduced, then a superhydrophobic surface is created at which

water is repelled by surface and the contact angle of the water is greater

than 150° while the hysteresis contact angle is less than 5° [64–66]. At

these surfaces, air is trapped inside the rough texture. Therefore, it can

be stated that if the gas bubble is in contact with these super-

hydrophobic surfaces, trapped air on the surface of the aforementioned

hydrophobic structure can easily be mixed with the gas bubbles,

leading to the spread of gas bubbles on the surface and creation of a

superaerophilic surface that has a bubble contact angle smaller than 5°.

On hydrophilic surfaces, the capillary force causes water to penetrate

into the surface roughness, and as a result, when a gas bubble comes

into contact with such a surface, it can remain on the surface and almost

resemble a sphere on the surface to move freely [67,68].

Consequently, a superaerophobic surface is created. Another im-

portant parameter in the phenomenon of superaerophobic surfaces is

the adhesion force on the surface of the bubbles, which is calculated in

most of the issues related to the phenomenon of superaerophobicity

[51]. The bubble adhesion on the surface depends on the volume of the

bubble and CAHb. The relationship between the various parameters

and Fadhesion is given below [51]:

= −F kd θ θ(cos cos )adhesion γlv min max (25)

In this equation, k is equal to the retentive force factor and γlv is equal

to the surface tension of the liquid. The equation states that the de-

crease in the bubble wettability will lower the surface of the bubble

contact on the surface (d), subsequently reducing the adhesive force.

This issue will be extremely influential on the electrocatalytic stability,

which will be addressed in the later sections.

4.1.2. Using superaerophobic surfaces for bubble separation

In general, the process of separating gas bubbles during the water

electrolysis reaction can be divided into two stages. First, small bubbles

are formed on the active surfaces of the substrate in a preferential

manner where surface properties generally determine the separation

rate. Overall, hydrophilic surfaces are useful for rapid separation of

bubbles. In addition, surface modifications are one of the most effective

procedures for separating bubbles by reducing the contact interface of

the bubbles and the surface of the electrode. These modifications in-

clude the use of nanoneedle, nanosheet and nanocone structures

[69–72]. As soon as the small bubbles are separated from the surface,

they form larger bubbles with each other throughout the second stage

and become trapped in the cavity structure during the transfer from the

electrode to the electrolyte. The separation rate of these large bubbles

from within the cavity structure is very impactful in electrocatalytic

performance [73]. The longer the bubbles remain in the cavity, the

more electrocatalytic properties are affected. One of the topics that has

lately attracted a lot of attention in increasing the separation rate of

bubbles from the surface, has been the creation of superaerophobic

surfaces. Recently, a lot of efforts have been made to obtain underwater

superaerophobic surfaces through the fabrication of hierarchical micro-

nanoscale surfaces [74,75]. The fabrication of superaerophobic surfaces

will cause the bubbles to separate from the surface as soon as they are

formed, and thereby the water electrolysis overpotential will be de-

creased. In this section, studies have been conducted to create super-

aerophobic surfaces to reduce bubble resistance.

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the separation of hydrogen and oxygen

bubbles from the surface during water splitting.
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Superaerophobic surfaces have been used in order to reduce the

bubble resistance in the water electrolysis reaction [69,76–81]. Fur-

thermore, superaerophobic surfaces have been utilized to reduce

bubble resistance for other electrocatalytic reactions, such as Direct

Hydrazine Fuel Cells [34,82,83] and Chlorine evolution reaction [84].

Different arrays have been employed to create superaerophobic sur-

faces for the elimination of the negative effects of the bubbles. These

arrays include vertical nanosheets [85] and pine-shaped monolayers

[78] as well as nanoflower shaped structures [82]. We will discuss the

effect of different nanostructure morphology of superaerophobic

surfaces for easy bubbles detachment and consequently improving

catalytic activity is summarized.

4.1.2.1. Nanosheets structure. Nanosheets architecture are one of the

nanostructures that can be used to create superaerophobic surfaces and

thus increase the bubble release rate during electrochemical water

splitting. Nanosheets can be fabricated using various methods such as

electrodeposition, hydrothermal, and chemical methods. Nanosheets

leads to an increase in the active surface area and also leads to the

division of the interface between the bubble and the surface into

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of different methods for improving the bubble separation from the electrode surface during water splitting.
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discontinuous parts, which causes the size of the bubbles to decrease

during the separation from the surface of the electrode, which lead to

decrease the bubbles and ultimately the electrocatalytic activity

improves. As stated, two important factors affecting the

electrocatalytic activity are the high surface area and increasing the

intrinsic activity. Increasing the intrinsic electrocatalytic activity can be

achieved by using materials that are inherently high in electrocatalytic

activity or by doping active elements. So if we can synthesize materials

that are inherently high in electrocatalytic activity in nanosheets

structure, then we can observe high electrocatalytic activity. We will

describe some important advances in these research areas.

One of the materials inherently have good in electrocatalytic ac-

tivity is MoS2, which has been synthesized in various forms, such as

nanosheets and nanoparticles [86–88]. Also, the superaerophobicity of

these materials in the nanosheet condition was studied to improve

electrocatalytic activity. Lu et al. [89] developed MoS2 nanostructures

with underwater superaerophobic properties and explored as the HER

electrocatalyst. Fabrication schematics of this nanostructure is shown in

Fig. 5a. The smooth and non-rough surface of MoS2 was selected for the

sake of comparison. The adhesion force of structures was measured and

shown Fig. 5b and c. The adhesion force of the smooth surface and

without roughness was about 124.8 μN, which is quite substantial. This

great amount of force applies sizeable amounts of deformation to the

surface when the bubble is separated from the surface. This structure

also causes the gas bubble to remain on the surface, causing a bubble

locking effect on the surface. In the MoS2 nanostructure, where the

nanosheets are grown vertically on the surface, the three-phase contact

line (TPCL) is not continuous, it is divided into numerous parts, and the

measured adhesion force is about 10.8 μN. This facilitates the

detachment of the bubbles from the surface and does not create a de-

formation on the surface upon removal. The MoS2 nanostructure has a

hydrophilic nature (water contact angle of 52.3° (Fig. 5d)), which

makes it easy to water the surface so that it can create a water cushion

using capillarity. The water cushion, as a buffer layer, reduces adhesion

between bubbles and nanostructures. The bubble contact angle for the

obtained nanostructure was 153.6° (Fig. 5e). The nanostructure used as

the electrocatalyst for HER, the LSV curve of the MoS2 nanostructure

along with the smooth MoS2 structure as well as platinum is re-

presented in Fig. 5f. For the MoS2 nanostructure, the onset potential of

HER was 150mV, while the amount of exchange current density equal

to3.87 10−7 and the Tafel slope was very low at 51 mV/dec. Further-

more, similar values were obtained for the smooth structure of MoS2,

which indicates similar active sites in both structures. The main dif-

ference in the rate of current is increased along with an increase in the

potential. It is observed that by boosting the potential for the nanos-

tructured sample, the current is increased rapidly. Therefore, the im-

provement of electrocatalytic activity can be attributed to the decrease

of bubble resistance. The decrease of bubble-induced resistance has

been confirmed by measuring bubble size. The resulting nanostructure

was more stable than the smooth structure, which is due to the decrease

of the applied force from the evolved bubbles (Fig. 5g).

Ni-Mo alloys have attracted much attention to the use of HER

electrocatalyst due to the similar electronic surface state of the pla-

tinum. Therefore, if this alloy can be made in the form of a nanos-

tructure, then, in addition to the excellent thermodynamics for HER, it

would also have a great HER kinetics. Ni-Mo nanosheets were devel-

oped was developed using the topotactic process with superaerophobic

properties which were later employed as an electrocatalyst for HER., At

Fig. 4. Schematic showing the relationship between the wettability of solid substrates in air and aqueous media.
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first, NiMoO4 nanosheets were created. Afterwards, the Ni-Mo na-

nosheets were fabricated using the topotactic conversion process, as

shown in Fig. 6a. The HER electrocatalytic properties of the formed

electrode were studied in a 1.0 M KOH solution. The LSV curve of Ni-

Mo nanostructure surface and other electrodes is presented in Fig. 6b. It

is noted that to generate a current density of 10mA cm−2 on the surface

of this electrode, an overpotential of 35mV is required, whereas an

overpotential of 136mV is required to generate a current density of

100mA cm−2. With the increase of the overpotential, the current

density of the Ni-Mo nanostructure is enhanced sharply, and in this

case, the performance of the Ni-Mo nanosheets is better than that of Pt.

Therefore, it can be concluded that the mass transfer of Ni-Mo

Fig. 5. a) schematic of MoS2 nanostructure fabrication, b) adhesion force of smooth surface, c) adhesion force of nanostructure surface, d) water contact angle of

nanostructure surface, e) bubble contact angle of nanostructure surface, f) LSV curves of different samples and g) chronopotentiometry curves of nanostructure and

flat film [89].

Fig. 6. a) Schematic shows the fabrication of Ni-Mo nanosheets, b) LSV curves of nanostructure surface and other electrodes and c) adhesion force measurement of

different electrodes [90].
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nanosheets is carried out rapidly and its performance in the high cur-

rent density is much better than that of Pt. On the surface of the Ni-Mo

nanosheets, the three-phase contact lines between the gas bubbles and

surface are discontinuous, which can significantly weaken the adhesion

between the bubbles and surface of the electrode. As a result, separation

of the bubbles from the electrode surface is accelerated. The bubble

adhesion force test was performed in order to prove the super-

aerophobic state of Ni-Mo nanosheets, and the results are shown in

Fig. 6c. It is observed that Ni-Mo nanosheets have a negligible bubble

adhesion force in comparison with other electrodes (approximately

equal to 2 μN), while this force is about 15 orders of magnitude smaller

than the platinum electrode. Consequently, the catalytic activity for

HER is improved on the Ni-Mo surface through the constriction of the

superaerophobic surface [90].

As stated, one way to improve the inherent electrocatalyst activity is

to doping the elements in the structure. Doping of the elements leads to

a change in surface electronic properties and thus improves electro-

catalytic activity. On the other hand, the use of an electrode that can

simultaneously act as HER and OER catalyst in an electrolyte can make

much progress in the production of hydrogen. One of the most im-

portant compounds that can act as bi-functional electrocatalyst is metal

phosphide. If it is possible to synthesize metal phosphides as nanos-

tructures and, on the other hand, improve their intrinsic electro-

catalytic activity, then it would be possible to expect excellent ther-

modynamics and HER kinetics. One of the elements that can be doped

into a phosphate structure is to improve the inherent catalytic activity,

Fe-Ni2P nanosheets have been created using a hydrothermal method,

and iron is also doped to improve the intrinsic electrocatalytic activity

[91] this electrode used as overall water splitting electrocatalyst. This

electrode showed optimal electrocatalytic properties in terms of its

excellent electrocatalytic properties, requiring only 230mV over-

potential to generate a current density of 50 mAcm−2 in the OER, and

only 214mV to create a current density of 50 mAcm−2 for HER. Ad-

ditionally, only about 1.49 V is required to create a current density of

10 mAcm−2 for the overall water splitting reaction. Such good elec-

trocatalytic activity was attributed to superaerophobic properties.

Another element that can be doped in the Ni-P structure, which

leads to the improvement of the electrocatalytic intrinsic activity, is Co-

NiCoP triple nanosheets were created using the hydrothermal method,

and their electrocatalytic properties were investigated for OER and HER

[92]. The results indicated that for the generation of 50 mAcm−2 cur-

rent density on the surface of this electrode under optimum conditions,

HER and OER require an overpotential of 133 and 308mV respectively,

which is attributed by excellent intrinsic electrocatalytic properties,

rapid electron transfer, and a unique structure with superaerophobicity.

Transition Metal Hydroxides and oxides of metals are among the

best candidates for the fabrication of stable and excellent electro-

catalysts of overall water splitting. However, the bubble resistance

caused due to bubbles formation on the surface of these electrodes is

still one of the major problems Nanosheets composed of nickel hydro-

xide and oxide-molybdenum doped with phosphorus (P-doped Ni

(OH)2/NiMoO4) was developed on nickel foam, which exhibited su-

peraerophobic properties [93]. Electrocatalytic studies indicated that

the composite possessed excellent electrocatalytic properties, which

requires 60mV overpotential to generate a current density of 10

mAcm−2 for HER, whereas when this electrode used for overall water

splitting, the voltage required to generate a current density of 10

mAcm−2 was equal to 1.55 V. One of the most important reasons for the

good electrocatalytic properties of this electrode is its superaerophobic

property. It was mentioned that nickel foam has low contact angle

(133°) and a high adhesion force of 23 μN. Therefore, it can be expected

that the bubbles formed on the surface of the nickel foam, such as the

pin, are located on the surface of the nickel foam, and do not detach

from the surface and can increase the hydrogen overpotential. It is also

observed that the surface of the electrode (P-doped Ni(OH)2/NiMoO4)

has a superaerophobic state with a contact angle of 153° and adhesion

force of 0.5 μN, which is helpful for rapid separation of the bubbles

from the surface, resulting in significant reductions in the overpotential.

In summary and a general comparison of electrocatalytic activity of

different nanosheets, the structure is summarized in Table 1.

The creation of nanosheets led to a decrease in bubble-induced re-

sistance and, as a result, improved electrocatalytic activity was ob-

served. On the other hand, the creation of nanosheets did not change

the onset potential. Therefore, it can be concluded that the creation of

nanosheets does not change the thermodynamics of HER and does not

intrinsically improve electrocatalytic activity. The important effect of

nanosheets is to improve the kinetics of HER, which leads to an increase

in kinetics due to lower bubble size and increased bubble separation

rate. Also, one of the most important factors to improve catalytic sta-

bility is morphological stability. Generally, when the bubbles are re-

moved from the surface, they apply a force to the surface, which is

directly related to the size of the bubble when it separates from the

surface. No matter how much the bubble is reduced, then the amount of

force applied by the bubble to the surface decreases. Due to the de-

crease in bubble size with nanosheet, the amount of force applied by the

bubble to the surface decreases, resulting in reduced damage, which

results in morphological stability and ultimately improves electro-

catalytic stability.

4.1.2.2. Nanocones structure. Another nanostructure that can

effectively increase the active surface area is nanocones. Metallic

nanocones can be created by electrodeposition method. On the other

hand, because the nanocones structures have sharp edges, they can

create a superaerophobic surface. Also, these nanocones can cause

discontinuous condition the interface between the bubble and the

electrode surface and, as a result, reduce the diameter of the bubbles

during separation from the surface. This reduces the resistance caused

by the bubble and improves electrocoagulation activity. The usage of

nanocones structure to increase the active surface area, as well as to

improve the behavior of bubble separation, has been the topic of our

studies [7,20,96]. In one study [96], nanocomposite Ni-CNT nanocones

were developed using the electrodeposition method, and their

Table 1

Comparison of electrocatalytic activity of different nanosheets structure.

Catalyst Type of nanostructure HER activity OER activity Overall water splitting b

(mV/dec)

Ref

MoS2 Nanosheets η10=230mV [89]

Ni-Mo Alloy Nanosheets η10=35mV HER=45 [77]

Copper Phosphide Micro sheets η10=130mV η10=290mV HER=83 [76]

OER=84

Fe-Doped Ni2P Nanosheets η50=214mV η50=230mV i10=1.49 V OER=55.9 [91]

P-Ni(OH)2/NiMoO4 Nanosheets η100=223mV η10=270mV i10=1.55 V HER=130 [93]

Ni-Co-P Nanosheets η10=57mV HER=69 [94]

Co–B–P Nanosheets η10=42mV HER=42.1 [95]

NiCoP Nanosheets η50=133mV η50=308mV i50=1.77 V HER=68.6 [92]
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electrocatalytic activity was investigated for HER. The results indicated

that the formation of Ni-CNT nanocones resulted in a substantial

enhancement in the electrocatalytic activity, in which the current

density of 10mA cm-2 required 82mV overpotential. One of the

important reasons for improving the electrocatalytic activity of this

electrode was the easy separation of bubbles from the electrode surface.

The schematic behavior of the separation of bubbles on smooth

surfaces, microstructures, and nanostructures is shown in Fig. 7 A.

Moreover, the size of the bubbles at different intervals on the smooth

and nano-structured surfaces is illustrated in Fig. 7B and C. The size of

the bubbles on the nanocones surface is much smaller than the smooth

surface, which leads to a decrease in bubble resistance and an

improvement in electrocatalytic activity. Also, improving the

electrocatalytic activity of the nickel-cobalt alloy nanocones

compared to other nickel base electrodes was associated with the

easier separation of hydrogen bubbles from the surface of the

nanocones and the increased active surface area [20]. Also, in order

to improve the inherent electrocatalytic activity, Ni-Fe-Co alloy

nanocones were formed, and their electrocatalytic activity was

investigated for HER and OER. Due to the high surface active area,

high intrinsic electrocatalytic activity and the rapid separation of the

bubbles from the surface, it exhibited the excellent electrocatalytic

activity of 10 mAcm−2 current density for HER and OER, 91mV and

316mV overpotentials were needed. It was also needed 1.6 V to

generate a current density of 10 mAcm−2 in total water splitting.

As stated, metal phosphide-based materials are among the best bi-

functional electrocatalyst for HER and OER reactions. Because it is not

possible to form metallic phosphides using electrodeposition, it is pos-

sible first to create nickel metal nanocones and then a thin layer of

metallic phosphide on the surface of the nanocones and obtain metallic

nanocones. In a study, first, nickel nanocones were formed, and then by

CV electrochemical deposition method, a thin layer Ni-Co-P was formed

on the Ni nanocones.

The schematic presentation of this nanostructure is shown in Fig. 8.

Due to the high active surface area resulting from the deposition on the

surface of the nanocones, the high inherent electrochemical activity

caused by metallic phosphide, as well as the very low resistance caused

by the presence of bubbles on the surface, the intrinsic electrocatalytic

activity of the fabricated electrodes was excellent in which η10=51mV

for HER and η10=221mV for OER. Also, this electrode was used as a

bifunctional catalyst in water splitting system in which require only

1.53 V to generate the current density of 10 mAcm−2 [53]. The per-

formance of different nanocones structure that has used for increasing

the catalytic activity for HER and OER is summarized in Table 2.

4.1.2.3. Other nanostructures. In addition to the expressed

nanostructures, in order to improve the electrocatalytic activity, other

nanostructures have also been used to quickly disassemble bubbles

from the surface, including nanotube, nanowire, and nanoflakes. In this

section, we describe the effect of these nanostructures on the

electrocatalytic activity for HER and OER. In order to reduce the

bubble resistance and improve the separation of hydrogen bubbles from

Fig. 7. A) Schematic of the bubbles detachment behavior of different structures, B) bubbles images at different intervals during the hydrogen evolution on nanocones

structure, and C) bubbles images at different intervals during the hydrogen evolution on the flat surface [96].
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the surface of the electrode, Li et al. [78] developed a pine-shaped

platinum nanostructure using the electrodeposition process and used

the electrode as HER electrocatalyst in alkaline solution. The lower

adhesion force on the surface (11.5 μN) along with the higher the

contact angle of bubbles in the aqueous medium (161°) and the smaller

the size of bubbles upon detachment from the pine-shaped

nanostructure, has led to an improvement in the electrocatalytic

properties of this electrode compared to other electrodes.

As was stated, the bubble separation behavior from the electrode

surface has a significant effect on electrocatalytic properties and was

therefore thoroughly investigated. The shape of the bubbles, as well as

their size distribution, is shown on the surface of the three structures

are shown in Fig. 9. It is observed that the bubbles are quickly separated

from the surface of the platinum nanostructure before their size reaches

150 μm. While the size of the bubbles is higher on the surface and linger

mostly on the surface, resulting in the blockage of the surface and

weakening of the electrocatalytic properties. Moreover, in this study,

the better electrocatalytic stability of platinum nanostructures was as-

sociated with less scratch/drag force in comparison to other structures.

In order to effectively use a substrate for electrolysis of water, the

substrate needs to possess a high surface area, excellent conductivity

and a high chemical and mechanical stability [99–102]. In general,

three-dimensional porous structures have been employed in various

research sources as substrates. These substrates increase the active

surface area, while also reducing the ion penetration pathway, effec-

tively increasing the transfer of ions to the interior of the substrate and

thus improving ECSA [103]. Even though the fact that these substrates

cause increased surface activity, there is a problem of separating the

bubble from the surface of the electrode due to the structure of the

complex pores. Wang et al., [104] developed a new strategy to improve

the behavior of bubble separation from the electrode surface during

water electrolysis. They used nonwoven stainless steel fabrics as a

conductive substrate for the deposition of LDH Ni-Fe nanosheets. In this

research, stainless steel fibers were bonded to each other by a heat

treatment called nonwoven. Each of the stainless steel fibers was de-

corated with Fe-Ni nanoparticles LDH, which act as surface active

agents for water electrolysis. The results of this study indicated that the

Fe-Ni LDH@NWSSF electrode causes the bubble separation rate to in-

crease significantly, and thus the electrode can be used as an effective

electrode for the water splitting reaction. The over potential required

for this electrode to generate a current density of 10 mAcm−2 for HER

was 110mV and for an OER of 210mV. Also, the electrode was used as

Fig. 8. Schematic showing the formation of Ni-Co-P@NNCs electrode [53].

Table 2

Electrocatalytic performance of different nanocones structure.

Catalyst Type of nanostructure HER activity OER activity Overall water splitting b

(mV/dec)

Ref

Ni-CNT Nanocones η10=83mV

η20=107mV

η100=206mV

HER=55 [96]

Ni-Co Alloy Nanocones η10=107mV

η20=142mV

η100=198mV

HER=119 [20]

Ni-Cu Alloy Cone shape η10=200mV

η20=230mV

η100=310mV

HER=82 [97]

Ni-Fe-Co Alloy Nanocones η10=91mV

η20=119mV

η100=175mV

η10=316mV

η20=340mV

η100=375mV

i10=1.60 V HER=86

OER=43

[98]

Ni-Co-P Nanocones η10=51mV

η20=71mV

η100=110mV

η10=221mV

η20=236mV

η100=254mV

i10=1.53 V HER=55

OER=54

[53]
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a bifunctional electrode for HER and OER reactions, requiring 1.56 V to

generate a current density of 10 mAcm−2.

Increase in the rate of separation of hydrogen and oxygen bubbles

during the electrolysis of water carried out by Zhu et al. [70] has also

been accomplished through the creation of superaerophobic surfaces. In

their study, Ni-Mo nanostructures and Ni-Fe LDH were employed for

HER and OER, respectively. The results of electrocatalytic studies in-

dicated that the formation of nanostructured surfaces could sig-

nificantly improve electrocatalytic activity. The improvement of elec-

trocatalytic activity was attributed to the superaerophobic surface

structure, followed by the rapid separation of gas bubbles formed on the

surface. These type of nanostructures possess a discontinuous three-

phase contact line, which considerably reduces the adhesion force to

gas bubbles. It was revealed that Ni-Mo and Ni-Fe LDH adhesion

strength is below the identification line, while Pt/C and IrO2/C elec-

trons exhibit more adhesion. This difference in adhesion force is related

to surface morphology. Superaerophobic morphology on Ni-Mo and Ni-

Fe LDH electrodes leads to a decrease in adhesion force, as well as an

increase in the rate of separation of bubbles on the surface. Further-

more, the distribution of bubbles size on the surface also indicates that

the nanostructured surface reduces the distribution of the diameter of

the bubbles on the surface. All observations show that the creation of

superaerophobic surfaces leads to a rapid increase in the separation of

bubbles from the surface of the electrode, thereby increasing the elec-

trocatalytic activity.

Hao et al. [76] developed ultrafine superaerophobic and super-

hydrophilic Cu3P microplates using phosphidated microscopic copper

plates on nickel foam and investigated their electrocatalytic properties

for HER and OER. They showed that superhydrophobicity and super-

aerophobicity of these microplates result in a better penetration process

at the electrode-electrolyte interface and faster separation of gas bub-

bles from the surface of the electrocatalyst. Microplates were produced

at various temperatures, whereas the microspheres produced at 450 °C

exhibited excellent electrocatalytic properties for OER and HER, in

which 290mV and 130mV overpotentials were required for HER and

OER to generate a current of 10 mAcm−2. The reason for this was in-

vestigated in the amount of wettability. The underwater bubble contact

angle for microplates produced at 450 °C is 155.7°, which is greater

than the other values. This leads to the rapid separation of the bubbles

from the surface and improves the electrocatalytic properties. More-

over, digital images of the bubbles formed on the three surfaces are

shown that the bubbles have not accumulated on the surface of the

Fig. 9. Digital images show different bubbles and bubble size distribution for each of the structures A) Platinum nanostructure B) Platinum nanosheets and C) Flat

film [78].
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electrode formed at 450 °C, which is due to the improvement of the

permeation process and the rapid separation of bubbles from the sur-

face.

The other process during the water electrolysis reaction in which

bubbles are produced is the OER. In general, for the creation of an

electrode with high electrocatalytic activity for OER, it is necessary to

select an active catalyst and superaerophobic. The Ni2Co1@Ni2Co1Ox

catalyst with superaerophobicity properties was created by He et al.

[105]. In the first stage, the Ni2Co1@ Ni2Co1Ox catalyst was first cre-

ated by the resuscitation of Ni2Co1O4 nanowires under the ammonia

atmosphere, resulting in the formation of Ni2Co1@ Ni2Co1Ox. After-

wards, Ni2Co1@Ni2Co1Ox/Nafion was created by coating a mixture of

Ni2Co1@Ni2Co1Ox and Nafion polymer on nickel plates Later, the

Ni2Co1@Ni2Co1Ox superaerophobic electrode was digested with air

Ni2Co1@Ni2Co1Ox/Nafion and NH3 gas to isolate the Nafion hydro-

phobic polymer and minor restitution of Ni2Co1Ox. The resulting elec-

trode exhibited negligible separation force for oxygen gases. The

creation of this electrode has been very effective in increasing the

number of active sites for OER reactions. Furthermore, the super-

aerophobic state created rapidly separates the oxygen bubbles from the

surface and thereby improves electrocatalytic activity.

Tungsten carbide is one of the essential electrocatalytic materials for

HER, but slow separation rates of hydrogen bubbles and the formation

of high bubble resistance hinders electrocatalytic properties. For this

purpose, Han et al. [106] developed nanoarrays of nitrogen-doped

tungsten carbide and investigated their electrocatalytic properties for

HER and OER. In this study, the doping of nitrogen led to the creation of

an optimal energy state for optimizing the hydrogen bond, thus im-

proving the kinetics of HER and creating nanoarrays not only resulting

in increased active surface area but also leading to the creation of a

superaerophobic surface and consequently, increased bubbles separa-

tion rate. LSV curves for different electrodes of this study are shown in

Fig. 10a and the separation behavior of bubbles on the surface of these

electrodes is also represented in Fig. 10b. The surface nanostructuring

and the doping of nitrogen have led to better electrocatalytic proper-

ties, where the optimal sample requires 89mV overpotential to gen-

erate a current density of 10mA cm−2. The enhanced electrocatalytic

activity can be attributed to surface nanostructures and nitrogen

doping. The separation behavior of the bubbles shows that the bubbles

are removed more rapidly from the surface on the nanostructures and

that the size of the bubbles is smaller on these surfaces. These results

indicate that the adhesion of the bubbles to the nanostructure is weaker

than on other surfaces. Adhesion of bubbles on a surface can be assessed

by the adhesion force and the contact angle. The contact angle on the

non-nanostructured surface (N-WC) was 148° and the adhesion force

was equal to 12 μN, whereas the contact angle was 163° for the na-

noscale surface (N-WC nanoarrays) and adhesion force was calculated

roughly equal to zero. These results emphasize that surface roughness

improves electrocatalytic activity by weakening the reactions between

bubbles with electrodes.

The use of superaerophobic surfaces to improve the electrocatalytic

behavior of LDHs has been reported by Haoyi et al. [107]. In their

study, hybrid nanotubes (FeCoNi-HNTAs) were created and their elec-

trocatalytic properties were investigated. The synthesized electrodes

exhibited excellent electrocatalytic properties and required an over-

potential of 58mV to generate a current density of 10mA cm−2 for HER

and 184mV for OER. One of the most important reasons for the de-

sirable electrocatalytic properties achieved in this study was improving

the behavior of hydrogen bubble separation by creating a nanos-

tructured surface. Bubble separation behavior was evaluated by mea-

suring the underwater contact angle, as well as measuring the adhesion

force. It can be found that there is no adhesion between the bubbles and

the electrode surface for the FeCoNi-HNTAs electrode. In addition, the

bubble contact angle for this electrode was measured at 171°, which

indicates the superaerophobicity of the electrode. This can be attributed

to the non-continuous three-phase contact line bubble with the surface

of this electrode. The continuous TPCL renders the contact between the

bubbles and the surface of the electrode negligible, and therefore the

adhesive force between the bubble and the surface of the electrode is

reduced.

Also, graphene base compounds can also be created as a super-

aerophobic surface, in which case the excellent electrocatalytic activity

and stability de could be expected. Vertical graphene nanohills, which

are capable of good separation of hydrogen bubbles [108]. In order to

improve the inherent electrocatalytic properties, graphene surface was

covered by WS2 nanoparticles. Compared to the smooth surface of this

nanostructure, its superaerophobic surface exhibited excellent electro-

catalytic properties, with an onset potential of 36mV. This is while the

onset potential of the flat surface was reported at 288mV. Distribution

of bubble sizes on a flat surface and on the superaerophobic surface is

shown in Fig. 11. These results clearly indicate that the size of the

bubbles separated from the surface of the nanostructured electrode is

much smaller than that of the flat surface, which results in lower bubble

resistance. Finally, in order to compare the electrocatalytic behavior of

the various electrodes studied in this review article, the electrocatalytic

activity of these electrodes is summarized in Table 3.

Different types of nanostructures were investigated to improve the

bubble separation of the anode and cathode during electrochemical

water splitting. Since the electrodes used to create these nanostructures

are different, and since electrocatalytic activity depends on the active

Fig. 10. a) LSV curves of different electrodes and b) bubbles separation behavior images on the different electrodes [106].
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surface area and the inherent electrocatalytic activity, it is generally not

possible in this case to exactly study the influence of the types of na-

nostructures to improve the separation of the bubble from the surface

and thus improving the electrocatalytic activity. Therefore, it can be

said that the effect of various roughness regimes on the bubble se-

paration from the surface is ambiguous and complete and comprehen-

sive study on the effect of different types of nanostructures on the se-

paration of the bubble from the surface is needed. In order to achieve

this goal, it is necessary to consider the same material in order to have

same intrinsic activity.

4.1.3. Limitation of superaerophobic surfaces

Besides all the advantages that have been noted for the super-

aerophobic surface in the previous sections for the rapid increase of

bubbles from the surface, and as a result of the improvement of elec-

trocatalytic activity, these surfaces also have disadvantages and lim-

itations. One of the main constraints of these surfaces is their con-

struction and synthesis methods. In most cases, the construction and

synthesis of these surfaces in order to reach nanostructure surfaces are

very difficult, long and costly. On the other hand, the other dis-

advantages of these levels are the limitations of creating these levels for

all active substances. All materials cannot be obtained in the nanos-

tructured form, and as a result, much research is needed to develop

methods for fabricating the active materials with easy methods. Also,

research on the creation of superaerophobic surfaces is still in its early

stages, and many studies are needed to formulate the variables of su-

peraerophobic surfaces.

4.2. Usage of magnetic fields

The process of separating the bubbles from the surface of the elec-

trode is a common phenomenon of mass transfer. Bubble growth is

controlled by common phenomena in a three-phase region where

bubbles, electrolytes, and electrode surfaces interact. With time, the

released hydrogen accumulates on the electrode surface and forms a

supersaturated layer. Hydrogen is transmitted through the penetration

and convection of the electrode surface. Therefore, management of the

bubbles on the surface of the electrocatalyst is one of the crucial issues

in the electrolysis of water and has subsequently attracted a great deal

of attention in recent years. A series of studies have indicated that the

magnetic field has a significant effect on the process of bubble se-

paration during water electrolysis [112,113]. This research has re-

vealed that bubble-covered fraction, as well as the size of the bubbles,

decrease with the application of the external magnetic field. Further-

more, the water electrolysis process and the ohmic drop between the

electrodes is decreased as a result of the application of the magnetic

field [114]. Reducing the bubble-covered fraction on the surface, low-

ering the size of bubbles on the surface while increasing the efficiency

Fig. 11. The images represent the size of the hydrogen bubbles created on the electrode surface during the HER reaction. a) for a smooth surface and d) for a

nanostructure surface [108].

Table 3

Electrocatalytic performance of other nanostructure for improving bubble detachment during water splitting.

Catalyst Type of nanostructure HER activity OER activity Overall water splitting b

(mV/dec)

Ref

FeNi LDH@NWSSF Nano woven η10=110mV η10=210mV HER=113

OER=56

[104]

Nitrogen-doped tungsten carbide Nanowire η10=113mV η60=470mV HER=75 [106]

FeCoNi-HNTAs nanotube η10=58mV η10=184mV i10=1.429 V HER=37.5

OER=49.9

[107]

VGNHs-WS2 nanohills Onset= 36mV HER=162 [108]

Ni2P Nanoarray η10=35mV [109]

Nickel-Cobalt Hydroxide Nano dendrite η10=225mV [110]

NiS-Ni2P Nanoflake-nanoparticles η10=103mV HER=68 [111]
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of the water electrolysis under the influence of the external magnetic

field are in fact ascribed to the Lorentz-force-driven convection. The

external magnetic field results in the application of magnetohy-

drodynamic (MHD) convection, which leads to the application of excess

convection on the electrolyte, effectively reducing the harmful effects of

bubble accumulation on the surface [115].

The Lorentz force is applied to the moving charged particles in an

electric-magnetic field, which is expressed as follows [116]:

= + ×F qE qv B (26)

In which F is the Lorentz force, q is the particle charge, E is the electric

field intensity, B is the density of the flux of the magnetic field and v is

the particle velocity.

Multiple studies have been carried out on the usage of a magnetic

field to reduce the harmful effects of bubbles during the water elec-

trolysis. Koza et al. [112] examined the effect of uniform magnetic field

on the HER during electrolysis of water in 0.1M NaSO4 solution. In

their study, electrochemical techniques and microscopic studies were

utilized to evaluate the effect of the magnetic field on the separation

behavior of hydrogen bubbles. Images of the size of the bubbles on the

electrode surface during the water electrolysis reaction in the absence

and presence of a magnetic field (70mT) are shown in Fig. 12 It is

observed that in presence of a magnetic field, the size of the bubbles is

decreased and that the distribution of bubble sizes in the presence of a

magnetic field becomes narrower (Fig. 12 f). In the absence of a mag-

netic field, however, the size of the bubbles during the separation is

600 μm. By applying the magnetic field, the size of the bubbles is

lowered by 400 μm during separation. These results are also shown by

other researchers and agree with their findings [55,117]. The reason for

reducing the bubble size caused by the magnetic field can be described

as in electromagnetic filed in parallel with the electrode surface, the

electrical and magnetic fields are perpendicular to each other which

leads to the macroscopic convection caused by the Lorentz force [118].

The bubbles on the surface of the electrode act as a barrier and a hy-

drodynamic drag will be created over the bubble. This leads to a de-

crease in the size of the bubble on the surface and the rapid separation

of the bubble from the surface, and as a result, depolarization takes

place [119]. Also, bubble combinations, which are important in the

separation of bubbles, are also improved. A schematic of the phe-

nomena above is presented in Fig. 13.

In another study, Lin et al. [114] investigated the effects of the

magnetic field on the hydrogen production in the water electrolysis.

The images of the separation of bubbles from the electrode surface in

the presence and absence of a magnetic field are shown in Fig. 14. In

Fig. 14a, the motion of the bubbles is shown when the Lorentz force is

upward. When the time is less than 1/3 s, the bubbles are generated on

the surface of the electrode, whereas when the time is between 1/3 and

2/3 s, more bubbles are formed on the left electrode surface in com-

parison to that of the right. The bubbles formed on the left side are

hydrogen, while the bubbles created on the right side are oxygen. In

Fig. 14b, the separation behavior of bubbles is shown in the absence of

a magnetic field. The direction of the gas bubbles does not tend to a

certain direction and they are in the vertical direction. This means that

the movement of the bubbles in the water electrolysis does not deviate

in the absence of a magnetic field and that the magnetic field will affect

the convection of the electrolyte. It is also shown in Fig. 14c that by

turning the Lorentz force downward, gas bubbles also move downward.

Possible forces in the shape near the electrode surface are shown in

Fig. 14 d and e. In Fig. 14d, Lorentz force is in a downward direction.

Although the buoyancy force is upward, the bubbles may move

downward due to the Lorentz force. In Fig. 14e, the Lorentz force acts in

an upward direction. Because both Lorentz force and buoyancy forces

are upward, hydrogen bubbles can be removed from the electrode re-

gion faster than they are generated, resulting in lower electrochemical

polarization. The negative and positive Lorentz force is an important

criterion in improving efficiency during the water electrolysis process.

Therefore, it can be seen that the flow fields of hydrogen and oxygen

during the water electrolysis are a function of magnetic force direction.

When the buoyancy forces of hydrogen and Lorentz force are upward,

the convection caused by the Lorentz force improves the separation of

the bubbles, and thus the efficiency of the hydrogen production is im-

proved. Conversely, if these two forces are in the opposite direction, the

production of hydrogen will be hindered. Therefore, it can be con-

cluded that the magnetic force in the correct direction can play an

important role in improving the efficiency of hydrogen production. In

addition, Elias et al. [120] examined the effect of the magnetic field on

the Ni-W coating electrocatalytic activity. In their study, the intensity of

the magnetic field varied from 0.1T to 0.4 T. The results indicated that

electrocatalytic activity is enhanced with the application of a magnetic

field. With the increase in the magnetic field from 0.1 T to 0.4 T, the

amount of produced hydrogen bubble was increased from 16.4 to

19.1 cm3 during 300 s. The reason for improved catalytic activity is

magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) power-induced convection and rapid

separation of hydrogen bubbles.

4.3. Usage of ultrasonic fields

The ultrasonic field is one of the most powerful fields for increasing

the charge transfer and improving the efficiency of electrochemical

reactions, which is due to the influence of cavitation. In general, water

electrolysis is affected by the surface covered with gas bubbles and the

dispersion of bubbles from the surface. Therefore, improving the elec-

trolysis efficiency of water is influenced by the control of these para-

meters. Since the generated gas bubbles on the electrode surface are

related to common-sector phenomena in the three-phase region, the

three-phase boundary layer needs to be disintegrated in order to im-

prove the water electrolysis. Therefore, ultrasonic fields can be used for

quick removal of bubbles from the surface of the electrodes. Using ul-

trasonic fields to improve the electrolysis efficiency of water is very cost

effective. Since the cost spent to create an ultrasonic field is negligible

compared to the conserved energy. For example, in a cell with 100 Ka,

the amount of generated overpotential as a result of bubbles is about

0.3 V. The conserved energy through the removal of this overpotential

by applying a magnetic field is about 30 kW. However, the amount of

energy needed to create this ultrasonic field is about 0.05 kW.

Regarding the usage of ultrasonic fields to improve the electrolysis ef-

ficiency, Sheng-De Li et al. [121] used ultrasonic fields to enhance HER

and OER response. Water electrolysis reaction was performed at dif-

ferent concentrations of solution. First of all, it is observed that by in-

creasing the concentration of the solution, the electrocatalytic proper-

ties are improved, which is due to the decrease in the amount of

solution resistance. It can also be seen that with the application of the

ultrasonic field, the cell voltage is lowered and the electrocatalytic

properties of the HER and OER are further improved. By applying the

ultrasonic field to the electrochemical phenomena of a common area

that occurs in the three-phase area of the bubble, the electrolyte of the

layer of volume, the surface area of the electrochemical reactions is

increased due to the rapid separation of the bubbles from the surface.

Moreover, the efficiency of hydrogen gas production is increased by

about 18.5% through the application of the magnetic field. Further-

more, the amount of the conserved energy is increased by about

10–25% applying the ultrasonic field.

4.4. Usage of supergravity fields

One of the other methods of improving the separation of bubbles

from the surface of the electrode during the water electrolysis is using

supergravity fields. During the phase separation, fluid dynamics beha-

vior is controlled by the term interphase buoyancy. In gas/liquid sys-

tems, heavy phases (i.e. electrolytes) move in the direction of gravita-

tional acceleration, while light phases (i.e. bubbles) move in the

opposite direction (i.e. in the direction of buoyancy). If HER process can
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be influenced by the supergravity field, the gravitational acceleration

environment can be strengthened, resulting in an increased rate of se-

paration of bubbles from the surface of the electrode. Therefore, the

bubble layer on the surface can be increased by using supergravity

fields, consequently improving the electrocatalytic properties [122].

Recently, a great deal of research has been carried out on the use of

supergravity fields for removal of bubbles from the surface [123–125].

All of these studies have proven that by using a supergravity field, the

gas-producing reaction can be improved, and as a result, reduce the

amount of cell potential. Wang et al. [122] accurately investigated how

HER was affected by supergravity field. In their study, HER was per-

formed in different magnitudes of supergravity fields., It was observed

that by increasing the magnitude of the field, the amount of potential

required for the creation of a flow rate is reduced, which results in an

improvement in the electrocatalytic properties of hydrogen production.

With regards to the LSV curves, it can be seen that with increasing the

current density, the impact of the supergravity field is increased further.

During the HER process influenced by a supergravity field, higher

amounts of supergravity fields lead to a decrease in the critical radius of

the bubble formation. Moreover, it can be concluded that the separation

of the bubble from the surface of the electrode is mainly affected by the

buoyancy force, which causes the radius of the formed bubble on the

surface to be under the influence of the supergravity field. Also, when

HER is in normal gravitational conditions, the bubbles are created

perpendicularly along the surface of the electrode, and the separation of

the bubbles from the electrode surface takes place from the common

interface line between the bubble and the electrode surface (Fig. 15A)

whereas the separation of bubbles from the surface of the electrode

takes place according to Fig. 15B when under the influence of the su-

pergravity field. It can be concluded that under the influence of the

supergravity field, the contact time between the bubble and the elec-

trode surface is decreased, which results in the electrocatalytic

Fig. 12. Hydrogen bubbles formed on the surface of the electrode in the absence of a) and b) in the presence of an external magnetic field equal to 70mT (d and e);

and c) distribution of bubble sizes on the surface in the absence of a magnetic field; and f) the distribution of size of the bubbles on the surface in the presence of a

magnetic field [112].
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properties being improved [123].

In addition, Mat et al. [126] have shown that the separation rate of

gas bubbles with a low radius from the surface of the electrode is in-

creased with the application of supergravity field. High buoyancy force

and lower volume of bubbles under the supergravity field are useful for

rapid separation of bubbles. As a result, the thickness of the substrate is

decreased near the surface of the electrode under the supergravity field

in comparison to the gravitational field, which reduces the effect of

bubbles.

Studies have shown that the relationship between the voltage of the

cell under the supergravity field and gravity coefficient is defined as

follows [127,128]:

= +U D UlogG G 1 (27)

In which U1 is the voltage of the cell under normal gravity conditions,

and D is a negative constant at any given current density. The results

indicate that the effect of supergravity field on decreasing the voltage

value of the cell is increased in proportion with current density. In

addition, it has been shown that the decrease in the bubble effect has a

greater contribution to the decrease of overpotential reactions in low-

ering the voltage of the cells, which this effect tends to increase at

higher current densities.

As was discussed above, it is revealed that the use of foreign fields

reduces the effect of bubbles, thereby improving the performance of

electrolysis cells of the water. However, the cost and the energy needed

to create these fields should also be taken into consideration and

compared with the cost of reducing the potential of water splitting. For

instance, the energy required to create a magnetic field or supergravity

field should be smaller than the conserved energy of the water

electrolysis reaction, so that the use of these fields for reducing the

effect of the bubble would have an economic justification. Cheng et al.

[127] estimate that at a current value of 100 Ka and 2 kW to create

supergravity, roughly 30 kW of energy is conserved.

4.5. Limitation of different fields

It has been seen in previous sections that the use of different fields

leads to rapid separation of bubbles from the surface in small sizes and

thus leads to an improvement in the electrocatalytic activity. However,

these fields also have disadvantages and limitations. One of the main

constraints of these fields is the limitation of the use of industrial scale

due to the high cost of applying these fields. So, the magnetic, super-

gravity and ultrasonic fields are not cost-effective for industrial hy-

drogen production and more investigation is needed for being industrial

application of these fields. Superhydrophobic surfaces can be fabricated

by some active compounds and can be employed for industrial appli-

cation.

5. Conclusion, challenges and future trend

In this review, recent advances in the methods and technologies for

improving the separation of hydrogen and oxygen bubbles are sum-

marized from cathode and anode surfaces, respectively. Initially, the

importance of the development of hydrogen electrocatalysts and

harmful effects of bubbles in the decrease of electrocatalytic activity

was pointed out. In general, methods of improving the bubble separa-

tion from the surface include fabrication of superaerophobic surfaces

and usage of magnetic, supergravity and ultrasonic fields.

Superaerophobic surfaces, result in smaller bubble sizes and rapid se-

paration of bubbles from the surface through disassembly of TPLC, ef-

fectively improving the separation of bubbles from the surface which

results in improving electrocatalytic activity and stability trough de-

creasing in adhesion force applied from the bubble to the electrode

surface. Usage of these fields reduces the covered area by bubbles by

application of magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) convection, which in turn

lowers the harmful effect of bubbles and improves electrocatalytic ac-

tivity. As we have seen, one of the most important methods for reducing

the bubble resistance is the design of a microstructure in such a way as

to create an superaerophobic surface. Based on the works reviewed in

this article, we can provide suggestions for future studies and research

paths in this research field as follows. In general, a noble metallic

electrode shows the best electrocatalytic properties. If in order to re-

duce the negative effect of the bubble, these electrodes can be created

in the form of nanostructures on the surface, then an extremely high

electrochemical kinetics can be obtained, resulting in an excellent

electrocatalytic activity. Also, in order to reduce costs and create an

affordable electrode as well as to reduce the resistance created by the

bubble, a noble catalyst can be deposited on the surface of the prepared

nanoarrays as nanoparticles and achieve excellent electrocatalytic

properties. So, one of the important research areas in the future can be

the design of new nanostructures with simple and cost-effective

methods to reduce bubble resistance. Also, if it is possible to simulta-

neously improve the inherent electrocatalytic activity of certain na-

nostructures, an electrode with excellent electrocatalytic activity can be

achieved. Accordingly, for future studies, it is suggested that a variety

of electrocatalysts with high intrinsic activity be created in three-di-

mensional arrays in order to minimize the negative effects of hydrogen

and oxygen bubbles. Accordingly, the synthesis of electrodes, a) metal

doped hydroxide, b) metal oxides, metal phosphides, metal and carbon

selenides in the 3-dimensional state is proposed. Besides, in order to

further enhance the activity and stability, the synthesis of these elec-

trodes is proposed as binder-free, in which binders are not used in the

fabrication of these electrodes.

Fig. 13. Schematic of current distribution along with Lorentz force (left) and

characteristic convection patterns (right) near the bubble created in parallel (a)

and perpendicular to (b) magnetic field [112].
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Fig. 14. The convective phenomenon for different magnetic directions. (Voltage: 4 V, electrode distance: 10mm, KOH: wt 40%, magnetic strength: 4.5 T) [114].
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